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Image Analysis

Field

The present invention relates generally to image analysis. More particularly, the

present invention relates to apparatus and methods for improved automated image

analysis to identify the presence of certain phenotypes, such as, for example,

micronuclei, that might be seen in various images.

Background

The combination of recent advances in fluorescent probe technologies, automation of

epifluorescent microscopy and image analysis has enabled high-content screening

(HCS) to become a useful tool in the assessment of compound toxicity. For example,

the detection of micronuclei (MN) in vitro may be used as a test of genotoxicity for

biomonitoring, mutagenicity testing and to assess the proficiency of DNA-repair [I].

Currently, pharmaceutical genotoxicity units are governed by regulatory requirements

and in vitro micronuclei tests can have a significant impact upon late stage

developmental drugs where high costs have already been incurred. For example, the

FDA/ICH currently require: i) a test for gene mutation in bacteria (Ames, or similar);

ii) an in vitro test with cytogenetic evaluation of chromosomal damage (usually MN or

chromosome aberration assays, MN may be used as a predicator of the mouse

lymphoma assay) with mammalian cells or an in vitro mouse lymphoma assay; and iii)

an in vivo test for chromosomal damage using rodent haematopoietic cells (in vivo

bone marrow mouse MN). In vitro MN results can thus influence decisions regarding

further downstream toxicity testing and entry into clinical trials, lead-modification or

drug withdrawal.

Groups that are subject to regulatory approval adhere to guidelines and integrate a

number of genotoxicity assays to ensure compliance and high confidence in detection

sensitivity and specificity. Compounds are not progressed if there is evidence of

genotoxicity even where it may be questionable and there is no knowledge of the

interaction mechanism. Accuracy and precision of MN scoring are paramount to

provide a sensitive, specific solution.



Whilst various conventional systems [2, 3] can help such groups with the screening

processes, more current conventional systems and methods [4] may be highly

dependent upon expert user input to help classify whether or not various image

features are or are not, for example, micronuclei.

Other automated systems for classifying biological specimens are known in the prior

art. Lee et al. [5] describes an automated microscope system comprising a computer

and high speed processing field processor to identify free-lying cells. Long et al. [6]

relates to algorithms that automatically recognise viable cells. The document discloses

a method of identifying and localizing objects belonging to one of three or more

classes, including deriving vectors, each being mapped to one of the objects, where

each of the vectors is an element from an N-dimensional space. The method includes

training an ensemble of binary classifiers with CISS technique, using training sets

generated with an ECOC technique. Rutenberg [7] describes an automated cytological

specimen classification system and method for increasing the speed and accuracy of

cervical smear analysis. However, all of the above systems and methods [5, 6 and 7]

are "pre-trained" in the sense that classification is based on pre-set criteria and thus the

systems and methods do not improve with use.

Accordingly, there is a need to provide improved systems and methods that can more

rapidly and accurately identify potential significant features of interest, for example, in

an automated screening process or device. In particular, there is a need for improved

systems and methods which are dynamically modifiable in the sense that they use

algorithms which continuously learn, through for example human intervention or from

other processors, and thus become more accurate with time.

Summary

The present invention has thus been devised whilst bearing the above-mentioned

drawbacks associated with conventional devices and techniques in mind.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is thus provided an apparatus

for genotoxicological screening. The apparatus comprises a processor that is

configured to provide an identifier module for identifying target cells in an image, a



classifier module for classifying the identified cells in accordance with one or more

phenotype, and a scoring module for assigning respective confidence measurements to

the classified cells.

According to a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method for

classifying cells in an image according to one or more phenotype. The method

comprises identifying candidate target cells in an image, classifying the identified

target cells according to one or more phenotype, and scoring the classified cells.

Certain aspects and embodiments of the present invention also provide various

computer program products for configuring a data processing apparatus to implement

various of the functions needed to provide an apparatus or method in accordance with

the aforementioned first and second aspects of the present invention.

As described in further detail below, various aspects and embodiments of the present

invention are able to improve the accuracy of automated feature identification, e.g. in

HCS, by substantially reducing the number of false negative identifications that are

detected in an image. For example, when screening images to detect micronuclei

indicative of potentially toxic drug compounds such false negative readings may mean

that a possibly useful compound is ruled out from further testing by error. Reduction

of the number of false negative identifications is thus highly desirable.



Brief description of the drawings

Various aspects and embodiments of the present invention will now be described in

connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows an apparatus for genotoxicological screening in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 2 shows a method for classifying cells in an image according to one or more

phenotypes in accordance with various aspects and embodiments of the present

invention.



Detailed description

Figure 1 shows an apparatus 100 for genotoxicological screening in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention. Genotoxicological screening may, for

example, be provided by identifying the presence or absence of one or more

phenotypes, such as micronuclei, that may be present in images of treated cells. The

apparatus 100 may also be used, for example, for automated high-content screening

(HCS) and/or high-throughput screening (HTS). Micronuclei are small nuclei

containing chromatin, separate from and additional to the main nuclei of cells,

produced during telophase of mitosis (or meiosis) by lagging (slower motility during

chromosome segregation) chromosome fragments or whole chromosomes

The apparatus 100, which is illustrated schematically for clarity, comprises a light

source 102 for producing light 120a. The light 120a is focussed by a condenser 104

onto a test plate 108. The test plate 108 may contain an array of wells or spots 109 to

be imaged. The condenser 104 can focus the light 120b in a focal plane at the test

plate 108. The test plate 108 may be provided as a consumable product, and the spots

109 might contain various materials that are able to interact with certain types of cells

(e.g. mammalian cells).

In various embodiments, the test plate 108 may comprise at least one fiducial marker

(not shown) provided to aid in aligning the test plate 108 within the apparatus 100.

For example, one or more coloured dyes may be provided within the spots 109. Such

coloured dyes can be identified by various imaging systems in order to derive data

relating to the relative positioning of the test plate 108 within the apparatus 100. For

example, the apparatus 100 may include a GE In-CeIl Analyzer 1000™ that is

commercially available from GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little Chalfont,

Buckinghamshire, U.K., and which can use four colour channels to image the test plate

108. One colour channel may thus be dedicated to imaging coloured fiducial markers

provided in various of the spots 109 in order to obtain data relating to the positioning

of the test plate 108 within the apparatus 100.



The apparatus 100 also contains a detector system 112 and a translation mechanism

(not shown). The translation mechanism is configured to move the focus of the light

120b relative to the test plate 108 (e.g. by moving the test plate 108 in the x-y plane).

This enables a plurality of images to be acquired from respective of the individual

spots 109. Additionally, the translation mechanism may also be operable to move the

test plate 108 in the z-direction shown in Figure 1, for example, in order to bring the

spots 109 into focus.

For certain embodiments, only one spot is imaged at a time. The images acquired are

of sufficient magnification to resolve cells and sub-cellular morphology. With the

current GE In-CeIl Analyzer 1000™, this may entail use of a 2Ox objective, the field

of view of which is slightly smaller than a single spot. However, various methods of

the invention would also work for lower power magnification imaging, e.g. on GE In-

CeIl Analyzer 1000™ using a 4x objective to image 4-6 spots/image.

An aperture stop 106 is optionally provided between the light source 102 and the

detector system 112, the size of which may be variable. For example, various

differently sized movable apertures may be rotated into position or a continuously

variable iris-type diaphragm may be provided. Image contrast can be controlled by

changing the aperture setting of the aperture stop 106.

Focussed light 120b passing through the aperture stop 106 passes through the sample

test plate 108 in a transmission imaging mode. Emergent light 120c modulated with

image information relating to material adjacent to an individual spot 109 is collected

by an objective lens 110 and focussed 12Od onto the detector system 112, and is used

to form an original image for that spot 109.

Various embodiments of methods of the present invention are independent of the

imaging modality used, e.g. they can operate with transmission or reflection geometry.

For GE In-CeIl Analyzer 1000™ imaging an epi-fluorescence mode may be used, with

both the fiducial marker spots and the assay signals from the cells being imaged at

different excitation and emission wavelengths. However there is nothing in principle

to prevent a mix of imaging modes being deployed, provided that they do not interfere.



For example, it would be possible to use a non-fluorescent dye for fiducial marking

and to detect the fiducial marks by absorbance in reflectance or transmission geometry,

while detecting assay signals by epi-fluorescence.

The detector system 112 is operable to acquire a plurality of images from the test plate

108. For example, images may be obtained each representing different spots 109 or of

the same spot 109 at different points in time. Differences between neighbouring spots

109 or temporal changes occurring within the same spot 109 can thus be analysed.

The detector system 112 is also operably coupled to a processor 114 that in turn is

operable to process the images. Analysis of the images may be used to provide for

genotoxicological screening. Of course, such images may be generated by the

apparatus 100 itself or might be provided from storage and/or transmitted to the

processor 114 from a remote location (not shown).

The processor 114 is configured to provide an identifier module 115 for identifying

target cells in an image, a classifier module 116 for classifying the identified cells in

accordance with one or more phenotype, and a scoring module 117 for assigning

respective confidence measurements to the classified cells.

The identifier module 115 segments individual cell images from whole images, that

might contain images of many such cells, to provide a set of target cells that have been

identified in the images. For example, a pattern recognition or thresholding technique

may be used [1, 8, 9]. Cells may be segmented and multi-parametric cellular data

provided.

The classifier module 116 analyses the content of the individual identified cells. The

content of the cell image is tested to determine the presence or absence of one or more

phenotype. In this embodiment, the classifier module 116 checks the cell images for

the presence or absence of micronuclei in accordance with an initial predetermined

classification scheme. The initial classification scheme may, for example, be

determined following the application of a training algorithm that is provided and

shipped as part of a new GE In-CeIl 1000™ apparatus [10].



Initial classification may be provided using a predetermined set of classification

criteria, and cells may be annotated with graphical-cluster or multi-cell methods, for

example.

Additionally, the classifier module 116 is dynamically modifiable. For example, the

classifier module 116 may be operable to modify various criteria, such as threshold

values and/or phenotypes that are analysed at run-time. Such a dynamically adaptable

classifier module 116 can thereby evolve over time to re-classify the cell images in

order to reduce the incidence of false negatives, which are highly undesirable.

Moreover, the classifier module 116 may further adapt its behaviour automatically in

response to certain user input, e.g. where a user has determined that a false positive

classification of a cell image has been made.

The scoring module 117 generates scores indicative of the degree of confidence that a

particular imaged cell possesses the target phenotype(s). In this embodiment the

scoring module 117 is operable to apply a canonical variate analysis (CVA) to

determine the respective confidence measurements for respective classified cells [H].

However, in general, a confidence rating may be defined without CVA. For example,

the K-NN method may be used when classifying an unknown pattern, which looks for

the nearest patterns from a training set, and arranges voting. For example, if K=5 and

there are 3 classes (A, B, C) then for a pattern that scored A=I, B=2, C=2, among 5

neighbours, classification is problematic (e.g. B or C?). In this case, distance measures

can be applied hi general though, problematic patterns are located at the periphery of

corresponding clusters in the parameter space, and use of CVA is advantageous as it

helps optimise the geometry of inter-cluster separation.

In this embodiment CVA may thus be employed to optimise the parameter choice and

maximise separation of classes based upon initial training and/or any annotation of the

image data. CVA analysis results may be reported in the form of a confidence rating

which indicates the reliability of each individual cell belonging to the particular class

into which it has been categorised by the initial process.



Optionally, users may be given the option to highlight "questionable" cells, such as,

for example: those that are not easily categorised according to a user defined set of

descriptors; those that have a confidence rating lower than a certain user-defined

threshold value; or in the case of micronuclei scoring all cells in a particular class e.g.

those potentially containing micronuclei.

The system 100 may flag any questionable cells and request verification (e.g. re-

annotation) from either a user or other processor. For example, images of such cells

might "pop-up" on a display for visual user clarification of a class. The system 100

may also be operable to permit a complete re-annotation of identified cell images, for

example, where there is a change in biological protocol or throughput needs are low.

Additionally, verification may result in re-classification of a cell and/or definition of

an alternate class.

Training information that is supplied subsequently may be incorporated into a

classification routine to facilitate better informed decisions with improved confidence.

Such a routine may be embodied in an algorithm that provides constantly improving

decisions having both increased specificity and sensitivity. Such an algorithm may

thus never need to flag the same cell more than once and hence overall processing

speed also increases over time.

In various aspects, visualisations of the training set data overlaid with "unknown" data

can help in assessing the efficiency of the processing, as well as identification of

various drug effects from the analysis of the distribution of "under-rated" patterns

around the datasets in training data corresponding to the pre-defined classes hi the

case of presentation of unknown data with available manual scorings, for example, a

matching matrix may be calculated on-the-fly and/or as a post-annotation step that

defines correlation between manual and supervised learning classification.

In certain variants of this embodiment, the processor 114 is further operable to

exchange data with other similar processors and the scoring module 117 is operable to

derive respective consensus confidence measurements for respective classified cells



from corresponding confidence score ratings provided by a plurality of scoring

modules of respective processors.

By using networked processors, for example, the combined experience of many

different adaptive learning systems can automatically be combined to further improve

the accuracy in identifying various phenotypes. Such experience might be weighted in

an overall score combined from individual scores for each contributor determined, for

example, according to how long a particular contributing machine has been operating,

how many separate image analyses a specific machine has performed, how many

modifications or reclassifications have been applied for a particular machine since

initial training, etc.

Hence in certain embodiments, processor 114 may act as a server device and transmit

requests and image data to remote devices that are not necessarily trained with the

same training data. The processor 114 is then operable to determine a consensus score

for classifying its localised image data thereby providing improved confidence scoring

and accuracy when classifying various phenotypes of interest. Such analysis may be

performed automatically, without the need for specific user input or instructions.

The aggregated score may be generated as a weighted average of analyses of the same

images(s) by different processors. Data may be transmitted between processors, for

example, anonymously over a virtual private network (VPN) or via the Internet using a

secure socket layer (SSL) channel to prevent specific detailed information being

accessible to remote users of the system or other network users.

In certain variants, additional processing is performed remotely by distributed

processors as a relatively low priority background task. This enables all users of the

distributed processing system to benefit from the collective experience and processing

power of all networked processors to provide improved classification scoring without

unduly burdening individual processors operating locally. For example, distinct

machines of a particular business, research institute, University, etc., may be linked

either to each other institutionally or externally to form a global network.



Additionally, the processor 114 can be configured to control a translation mechanism

(not shown) to move the focal position of the light source 102 relative to the spot plate

108. The processor 114 may, for example, be provided as part of a conventional

computer system appropriately programmed to implement one or more of the identifier

module 115, the classifier module 116 and the scoring module 117, or may be

provided by a digital signal processor (DSP), dedicated application specific integrated

circuit (ASIC), appropriately configured firmware, etc.

Various embodiments of the invention may thus be used to screen cells to detect

micro-nucleation events that are indicative of drug toxicity. Improved classification

improves screening and identification of potentially toxic drug compounds. In turn,

such improved screening can reduce the need to test various compounds, for example

pharmaceutical compounds that need to be tested on human or animal models, by

eliminating the number of false negatives detected in an automated initial screening

process.

In certain embodiments, the apparatus 100 as described above may be used to

implement the following method that is described below in connection with Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows a method 200 for classifying cells in an image according to one or

more phenotypes in accordance with various aspects and embodiments of the present

invention. The method 200 may, for example, be applied for automatic classification

and scoring of cell phenotypes depicted in the image.

Classes may initially be defined and training and/or annotation applied to refine class

definitions. For example, cluster and/or visual multi-cell annotation may be used. A

classifier may thus be built, e.g. using CVA and plots, to optimise the parameter

choice and class differentiation.

The method 200 comprises a first step 202 of identifying candidate target cells in an

image. Then at second step 204 the method 200 applies classifying of the identified

target cells according to one or more phenotype, such as micronuclei for example,

before scoring the classified cells in the next step 206.



In certain embodiments, the first step 202 entails identifying and segmenting the

candidate target cells using pattern recognition. For example, cells may be segmented

and analysed to produce multi-parametric cellular data [8, 10, 12, 13].

Classification may be performed at step 204 using a variety of pattern recognition

techniques [9, 14]. For example, supervised techniques such as: linear and quadratic

discriminant analysis; neural networks; K-nearest neighbours; support vector

classifiers; tree-based methods; etc. and/or unsupervised methods like: k-means; self-

organised maps; etc. may be used.

In certain embodiments, step 204 comprises deriving respective consensus confidence

measurements for respective classified cells from corresponding confidence score

ratings provided by plurality of processors. Collaborative classification and/or

scoring may thus be applied in order to further improve the overall accuracy of

phenotype determination.

Scoring may also be provided at step 206 using a number of techniques. For example,

scoring of the classified cells can be done by using a canonical variate analysis (CVA)

to define a confidence rating for each respective classified cell. CVA is generally

described by Tofallis [H].

Given a specific grouping (clustering) of data in a particular feature space, the CVA

method applies a clustering dependent coordinate transformation [15]. The resulting

effective coordinates have the same dimensionality as the original feature space, but

provide maximal inter-cluster separation (i.e. minimising intra-cluster and maximising

inter-cluster distances of the various patterns).

CVA can also be applied to optimise a choice of descriptors and maximise the

separation of classes based upon an initial training/annotation data set. A confidence

rating is then determined for each cell in the image to indicate the reliability of its

belonging to the particular class into which it is categorised by the initial classification

process.



For example, one simple confidence rating for a categorised pattern P is the difference

between decision function g(P) of the "winner" class and the next closest to it from

among the other classes, such that:

ConfidenceRatingwinmr (p) = min [g wimer (P)-g k (P)] - Equation (1)
Vk ≠ wiimer

where k is the running index of classes and winner is the index of the "winner" class.

In the illustrated embodiment, method 200 optionally comprises an additional step 208

of reclassifying the scored classified cells, for example, periodically and/or at event-

driven times. Reclassification may be provided when significant changes occur to an

initial training data set such that the method 200 enables cell phenotype classification

accuracy to improve over time as, for example, part of a dynamically evolving

adaptive learning system. Such a system may, for example, evolve automatically in

response to event-driven user and/or automated input.

Reclassifying of the scored classified cells may comprise reclassifying the cells by

modifying a learning algorithm training data set in response to user weighting of the

scoring applied to the classified target image areas initially by the method 200. For

example, specific cells may be selected and reclassified by providing confidence

values for each cell, selecting those requiring reclassification by applying

predetermined threshold criteria, and optionally visually verifying the identity of the

cells. Any verified cells may then be incorporated into a learning algorithm classifier

to improve its speed and accuracy.

The method 200 may be used to determine whether changes occur between various

images. For example, the method 200 can be used to detect drug induced-effects over

time. These effects might be qualifiable/quantifiable, and may include phenomena and

processes such as changes in size parameters, necrosis, mitosis (cell splitting) etc.

The method 200 can be used for automated image analysis e.g. in high-throughput

screening (HTS) for drug assays or the like. The images used may comprise cellular

data such as a microscope image.



The method 200 may be applied to images that have been previously stored,

transmitted etc., or may acquired and processed "on-the-fly". The method 200 may be

implemented using a processor comprising one or more of hardware, firmware and

software. For example, the processor might use a conventional personal computer

(PC), ASIC, DSP, etc., and/or the apparatus may include a GE In-CeIl Analyzer

1000™ using GE's In-CeIl Miner™ software package upgraded to implement the

method 200. Additional functionality, as described herein, may also be provided by

various embodiments that implement the method 200.

In various embodiments of the present invention, the method 200 can be implemented

by an apparatus using various software components. Such software components may

be provided to an apparatus in the form of an upgrade, for example, transmitted to the

apparatus via the Internet.

Certain embodiments of the present invention may be provided which enable a

plurality of users to connect to an apparatus in order that multiple users (e.g. humans

and/or remote machines) can provide training data, for example, by scoring classified

cells. Such embodiments enable an individual apparatus to be trained quickly with a

peer-reviewed degree of confidence in the accuracy of the results. Moreover, such

embodiments do not necessarily need to share the results analysed but merely training

data, e.g. in the form of classification scores, etc., the former of which is often highly

commercially sensitive but the latter of which may not be. In this manner more

accurate and faster automated screening can be provided without compromising

confidential assay-specific research data. Moreover, this technique is likely to produce

more universally concordant classifications, which may be especially beneficial, for

example, in an FDA regulated environment where, despite regulatory test guidelines,

subjective interpretation, inter-scorer differences and temporal effects lead to

systematic differences in results between groups and over extended time periods

[16,17].

Whilst the present invention has been described in connection with various

embodiments, those skilled in the art will be aware that many different embodiments



and variations are possible. All such variations and embodiments are intended to fall

within the scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS :

1. An apparatus (100) for automated genotoxicological screening, the apparatus

(100) comprising a processor ( 114) configured to provide:

an identifier module (115) for identifying target cells in an image;

a dynamically modifiable classifier module ( 116) for classifying the identified

cells in accordance with one or more phenotype; and

a scoring module (117) for assigning respective confidence measurements to

the classified cells.

2. The apparatus (100) of claim 1, wherein the one or more phenotype includes

micronuclei that may be present in a respective identified cell.

3 . The apparatus (100) of any preceding claim, wherein scoring module (117) is

operable to apply a canonical variate analysis (CVA) to determine the respective

confidence measurements for respective classified cells.

4 . The apparatus (100) of any preceding claim, wherein the processor ( 1 14) is

further operable to exchange data with other similar processors and the scoring module

( 117) is operable to derive respective consensus confidence measurements for

respective classified cells from corresponding confidence score ratings provided by a

plurality of scoring modules of respective processors.

5. The apparatus (100) of any preceding claim, wherein the classifier module

( 116) is further operable to dynamically re-classify the scored classified cells.

6 . The apparatus (100) of claim 5, wherein the classifier module (116) is further

operable to re-classify the scored classified cells by modifying a learning algorithm

training data set in response to re-weighting of the scoring applied to the classified

target cells.



7. The apparatus (100) of any preceding claim, wherein the classifier module

(116) is dynamically modifiable to classify and/or re-classify cells in response to input

from a plurality of users.

8. A method (200) for automatically classifying cells in an image according to

one or more phenotype, the method (200) comprising:

identifying (202) candidate target cells in an image;

dynamically classifying (204) the identified target cells according to one or

more phenotype; and

scoring (206) the classified cells.

9. The method (200) of claim 8, wherein the one or more phenotype includes

micronuclei.

10. The method (200) of claim 8 or claim 9, wherein identifying (202) candidate

target cells in an image comprises identifying target cells by pattern recognition.

11. The method (200) of any of claims 8 to 10, wherein scoring (206) of the

classified cells comprises using a canonical variate analysis (CVA) to define a

confidence rating for each respective classified cell.

12. The method (200) of any of claims 8 to I L wherein classifying (204) the

identified target cells comprises deriving respective consensus confidence

measurements for respective classified cells from corresponding confidence score

ratings provided by a plurality of processors.

13. The method (200) of any of claims 8 to 12, further comprising an additional

step of subsequently reclassifying (208) the scored classified cells.

14. The method (200) of claim 13, wherein reclassifying (208) of the scored

classified cells comprises reclassifying the cells by modifying a learning algorithm



training data set in response to re-weighting of the scoring applied to the classified

target cells.

15. The method (200) of any of claims 8 to 14, comprising modifying the

classification and/or re-classification criteria for cells in response to input from a

plurality of users.

16. A computer program product for configuring a data processing apparatus to

implement the method (200) according to any of claims 8 to 15.
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